










































Playing Singing to Expand Expression: Approach from Lyrics
Sachiko KOSHIYAMA
Department of Human Sciences and Arts, Jissen Women’s University
 
This article aims to examine the teaching methods and approaches for training childcare and elementary school 
teachers that use naturally heard lyrics in playing singing with students. Lyrics and words are very important to songs, 
but in playing singing, there are many places where words are unnaturally heard. In this paper, I classify and analyze 
the reasons why the words sound unnatural. As a result, I demonstrated that stumbling occurs at the place where the 
language’s intonation and rhythm shifted from the intonation and rhythm of the music. However, as the composer’s 
thoughts have been placed on these spots, students must devise singing and playing methods so that they can be heard 
naturally. By doing so, it is thought that a student’s expressive ability improves, and it becomes a sung song that fosters 
the sensitivity of children.
Keywords： playing singing（弾き歌い），Lyrics（歌詞），Difference between words and music（言葉と音楽のズ
レ），natural and unnatural singing method（自然な歌い方、不自然な歌い方），expression（表現），
Onomatopoeia（オノマトペ）
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